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plug

Mitt of the

activation arm

Note that the activation arm 

slides in & out of 

the "actuator assembly".

Forceps

tips

Moving the actuator tip

towards the forceps 

activates the generator.

Bipolar forceps: use

your own favorite 

two-prong forceps.

Main

housing

Actuator

Assembly

Custom cord for electrocautery 

& switching functions 

designed to be highly pliable.
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Steps for setting up the                         Hand Switch
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BiPAD®
Bipolar Electrocautery

Cord with Integrated 
Hand Switch

If you are RIGHT-handed, hold the BiPAD®
plug with the actuator assembly to your
RIGHT and insert the forceps (as in the
diagram to right).  Vice versa for the LEFT.

The forceps should fit snugly with minimal
movement relative to plug when
activating hand switch.

      

4b

Adjust the external arm length such that the
“mitt” fits comfortably for activation by your
finger (4a) - or - touches the space between

the distal and middle phalanx (4b)

 
Open and close the forceps with the tips of
your fingers with out activating. Move your

finger inward to activate.

   
The external arm can be adjusted by

pushing/pulling the external arm through the
actuator housing. Clicks will be heard as the

arm is moved.  Wiggle the arm (front to back)
to fully seat prior to use.

ADJUST
the length of the actuator arm. 

HOLD the BiPAD® plug with one hand & HOLD
the actuator assembly with the other hand.

ATTACH
the BiPAD® disposable cord 

to your generator.

ATTACH
your forceps to
"main housing" -
adjusting for right
or left.

your forceps

3

NOTE: Foot Pedal Optional

Simply remove actuary assembly  & BiPAD® cord
will activate the foot pedal.

Simply use our cord to replace yours.

Use
Use

your forceps.
your generator.

small change
BIG IMPACT

Make the "switch" NOW.
TM
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